Dynamic light scattering study of the dynamics of a gelled polymeric micellar system.
The dynamics of the E(92)B(18)/water system are studied by dynamic light scattering (DLS) in the liquid, soft gel, and hard gel phases. Both the liquid and the soft gel phases are micellar phases, although the structural order is higher in the soft gel phase than in the liquid phase. The hard gel phase corresponds to a face-centered cubic arrangement of micelles. DLS results show that the dilute liquid phase is characterized by a single characteristic time tau(1) associated with the diffusion of the micelles. In addition, a second characteristic time tau(2) associated with the presence of micellar clusters in the system is identified in the concentrated liquid and in the soft gel phases. According to these results, DLS suggests that the structure of the soft gel phase comprises micellar clusters coexisting with micellar fluid, in good agreement with hypotheses from our previous work. The dynamics of the system slows down as the hard gel phase is approached and a plateau is observed in the DLS correlation function. The structure of the hard gel is "softened" upon increasing temperature and/or decreasing concentration.